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Get your free series of tips & ideas for crafts for kids by clicking on

the image below and submitting your name and e-mail address. This

5-part e-course will be sent to you over the next five days.

If you need even more ideas to entertain the kids then please take a

look at our companion product “101 Craft Project Ideas”

http://forms.aweber.com/form/53/249495053.htm
http://8a6f89tc2apmbjw9e7xft2dnf0.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=CRF0002
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DISCLAIMER AND TERMS OF USE AGREEMENT

No part of this publication may be reprinted, reproduced, disseminated, or

transmitted in any form by any means whatsoever, whether graphic, electronic,

mechanical or otherwise, without prior written permission by the publisher. The

contents of this publication reflect only the author’s views.

Whilst every effort is made to ensure that the information presented in this

publication is helpful and of high quality, no representation or warranties of any

kind are made with regard to the completeness or accuracy of this publication.

Further, the author makes no representation whatsoever with respect to any

results that may or may not be attained by the reader using the information

provided herein. The reader is solely responsible for his or her use of the

information contained herein and the author assumes no responsibility or

liability with respect to same. The publisher and author disclaim any personal

loss or liability caused, directly or indirectly, by the utilization of any information

presented herein.

The author is not engaged in rendering any professional advice or service, legal,

financial, medical or otherwise. The services of a qualified, professional person

are recommended if any such advice or assistance is normally deemed to be

required.

All product names and/or logos used throughout this publication are copyrights

and trademarks of their respective owners.

The author and publisher do not warrant the performance, effectiveness or

applicability of any sites listed or linked to in this eBook.

All links are for information purposes only and are not warranted for content,

accuracy or any other implied or explicit purpose.
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Craft Happy Kids

Little hands love to spend time making

things, more than just a mess in the house.

In fact, if your children love crafts, you may

be wondering how to keep them craft

happy throughout the year.

What types of supplies do you need? That’s

entirely up to you. You could get finger

paints, clay, cotton balls, crayons, scissors, glue, glue sticks, markers, and colored

pencils. You may also want to include various types of paper, stickers, glitter, or

whatever supplies you need for a particular craft.

Search in magazines or online to find instructions for different crafts as well as a

list of supplies your child will need. In fact, the internet is a wealth of information

where you can find nearly any craft you or your children might like.

A few websites to check out for projects are http://www.craftown.com/kids.htm,

http://familyfun.go.com, and http://familycrafts.about.com

It doesn’t matter what age your children are, there are crafts that toddlers can

enjoy as well as teenagers and every age in between. Of course, for some crafts

you’ll want to stick close by to supervise, but many crafts can be done without

adult supervision. Be sure to buy safety scissors and other crafts materials that

are safe for younger children.

http://www.craftown.com/kids.htm
http://familyfun.go.com/
http://familycrafts.about.com/
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Why should you let your children enjoy crafts?

There are many reasons for letting your child spend time creating artwork or

homemade items to share with family members. Here are a few:

 It’s rainy outside so your children have to stay inside. Before you know it

you hear them starting to fuss and fight. Or they start whining, “Mom, I’m

bored.” If you have craft materials on-hand, you’ll have something to give

your children to do that will keep them occupied and less likely to keep

whining about boredom.

 When the fall comes children often think about making gifts for family for

the upcoming holidays. Let your children make bookmarks, clay pots, or

anything else they may like to give to people they love. Who knows, they

may find that making gifts is more fun than buying them to give each year.

 Many parents still believe that their children are given the time to enjoy

arts and crafts while they’re at school. Unfortunately the arts (art and

music lessons) are usually the first programs to be cut when school

systems have budget problems. Just because you have to purchase art

supplies for your child at the beginning of the school year, that doesn’t

mean they actually get to use them at school

 If you want your children to enjoy art, it may be up to you to have the

materials available for your child to use. Take the time work with them on

the craft even if it doesn’t require adult supervision. You may find this is a

great way to connect with your child on another level that you never have

before.

Working on crafts as a family can bring your family together in a new way, as

well. Maybe you can’t devote a lot of time to crafting with your children, but you

might want to schedule at least one day a month for family craft time. Perhaps

you can work on a particular project or each person can work on their own

project.
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Crafts specifically for smaller hands

Smaller hands need larger crafts because they don’t have

the fine motor skills of children who are older. Allow them

to work with hands-on materials such as chunky crayons

and large sheets of paper. If you allow them to start using

scissors, you’ll want them to have safety scissors which will

make injuring themselves much harder to do.

Paint Stamping

Here’s one craft that will require adult supervision but it can be a lot of fun for

your child who needs larger tools to work with: Make stamps to paint with using

common garden potatoes.

Let your child decide what type of stamp they would like. Cut a potato in half to

determine which size of design your child can use. You can make chunky designs

such as apples, leaves, or the sun. Of course, Mom or Dad will have to cut out the

designs because knives aren’t safe for little hands.

Cover the table with newspaper to cut down on the amount of mess that’s made.

Then put child-safe finger paints into a tray or Styrofoam plate, but don’t use too

much at one time. Have the child press the potato into the paint and then firmly

onto a piece of paper. Depending upon the amount of paint, they may be able to

make more than one impression. They can then change the paint color and keep

making impressions. If the potato becomes overly saturated or begins to break

down, Mom or Dad can cut that part of the potato off and make an entirely new

design.

If you want other options to use as a stamp for painting, why not use a rubber

eraser, cork board, or cardboard as the medium for the stamp base? Of course,

the size of the stamp base you use will determine the size of the design your child

can make. Keep a damp sponge near your child’s work area while stamping so

they can keep the mess down and clean off the stamp between colors.


